A simple online tool could transform the
maritime industry
By comparing similar maritime
qualifications from different countries
it will be easier for people in the
maritime sector to move between
jobs across Europe
TRECVET (Transnational Recognition of European Certification
in Vocational Education and Training) was set up to address
a long term problem in the maritime industry: the fact that
professional skipper qualifications are not mutually recognised
by European authorities. Professionals who are fully qualified
in one country may not command an identical vessel if it
operates under a different national flag.
Silja Teege, the Project Manager, is from Sea Teach, a sea
school based in Spain. She explains what happened next.

"

We gathered a team and worked out a
proposal to start solving the problem. The
realistic aim was to provide authorities with a
tool to objectively compare qualifications, with
the hope that they would recognise that their
qualifications had more commonalities
than differences.”
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The team, made up of specialists in maritime education
and computer software from Germany, Poland, Spain
and the United Kingdom, created an online comparison
tool that breaks each qualification down into objectively
comparable elements, allowing anyone to easily identify
similarities and differences.
Though the tool compared skipper qualifications for
small commercial vessels from three EU Member States
first, the team continues its work to make it easier for
authorities to recognise all skipper qualifications across
Europe with the follow-up project TCC-SCV.
In fact, the tool is fully scalable. Not only could it
transform the maritime industry, it could be used by
authorities and VET institutions within any vocational
industry, empowering people to make informed
decisions about their career paths, and giving them
the opportunity of Europe-wide job mobility.
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